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Introduction
To identify the chains of causality behind modern environmental problems and to find the adequate
regulatory responses is indeed a complex affair. It is both a political issue and a theoretical matter, as
to how we face the environmental problems. Is it in terms of specific disturbances of
biological/ecological systems; or problematic technological trajectories; as induced by population
growth; or cultural consumerism or whether our problems stem from too much reliance upon natural
science. Our theoretical and cognitive background forms our interpretations of the ontological
question, what is the problem, the question of causality, and how we are to find adequate responses
(Holm & Pedersen 1997b). The way we perceive and react to these questions is deeply rooted in the
set of ´story lines (images, priorities, etc.) that provides the cognitive maps and incentives for social
action (Hajer p. 256 in Lash et al. 1996).

The majority of the current story lines on environmental degradation, their
background and the proper answers, are embedded in the belief in an ongoing process of ecological
modernisation: a process of re-embedding society within its physical context and constraints induced
by a new ecological rationality. By ´ecologization´, economic growth and the resolution of
environmental problems are to be reconciled. The ecological crisis can be overcome by technical and
institutional action. Thus ecological modernisation theorists emphasise the innovative capacity of
industry to develop cleaner production in line with the preferences from consumers and authorities.

What is the role of the state for the ecological modernisation process, does the
state initiate and direct the process? Answers to these questions differ among the ecological
modernisation theorists. But a dominant perception relates to the debates about reflexive political
modernisation (Beck in Lash et al. 1996, Held 1995) and reflective law (Teubner 1994). Here the
state is best equipped to act as a responsive or inter-active state and play a very indirect or
intermediary role in ecological modernisation. Such a state should orient itself to merely formulating
general environmental standards to spur for self-regulation. Then leave it to business organisations
and NGO´s to make environmental strategies. The policy style focus is upon voluntary and
communicative measures, stressing the need to incorporate stake-holders and target groups for
consultation, co-production of collective images and negotiating agreements on performance and
measures (Leroy 1997, Andersen, 1996). In Beck´s terms: weakening rule-directed and
strengthening rule altering arrangements (Beck 1994, p.40-42). The type of state and related
complex of environmental policy instruments that is envisioned here, and fought for on a  world wide
basis, could be labelled a Neo-Corporate State. This type of state varies according to the degree of
incorporating the public, the green NGO´s or business trades, but the common characteristic is the
striving for consensus and a plea for functional democracy (Held 1995).

As we shall argue, the problems of the Neo-Corporate State are exactly its
capacity to generate a voluntary and marked fuelled win-win policy to re-embed society within its
physical constraints.  We will focus on the effectiveness and legitimacy problems of the Neo-
Corporate State by looking at crucial parts of the policy form: The rule-altering instruments of
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processing agreements and covenants. Concerning the policy content, we will look at the
environmental performance prescriptions in current standards.

Concerning the regulatory form we shall argue that using covenants and the like is
only likely to succeed if more emphasis is put on strategic matching of environmental aims, time
scales and regulatory measure to the dynamics of business- and innovation networks. Second, that
firm process guiding leadership has to be developed for state officials for productive outcomes of
negotiations. Third, broadening the number of partners in the negotiations and attributing
legally/economic binding institutions or measures to support the agreements will enhance democracy,
provide regulation with necessary information (but increase transaction costs). Concerning the
content of the Neo-Corporate State´s environmental policy, we take a critical look at the specific,
technological and environmental mandates from officials to industries & farmers, whether in permits,
statutory orders or covenants - the standards. The various standards are discussed in the context of
the integrated, pollution prevention pay perspective of ecological modernisation..

Finally we conclude on the necessity to take ecological modernisation beyond the
eco-efficient, stake-holder democracy that the Neo-Corporate State, if successful, will end up with.
Keeping in mind its advantages in using market dynamics, public disclosure etc., but calling upon and
re-interpreting old regulatory tools of planning and resource keeping, we call for an Ecological State:
a plural, democratic state allowing market allocations within a framework of ecological space
(resource stocks, aims for biological diversity and cultivation/degradation of nature) measured and
value-added by the states at a global, regional and local scale.

Ecological modernisation - a vision for a new environmental policy strategy?
To begin let us ask what kind of regulatory approach is best suited to fight pervasive, modern
environmental problems? As modern environmental problems are widespread and trans-boundary in
effect, often the link between causes and effects are indirect and long, and therefore modern
environmental problems are to be solved at source rather than redirecting negative impacts by
imposing emission standards or ambient quality standards. At best the latter displaces pollution loads
and negative environmental effects across time and place. Displacement of ecological effects across
time (inter- or intra-generational) and across place (local, regional and global commons) are closely
related to the troublesome fact that ‘matter is neither created nor destroyed’. The dynamics
governing the relationship between nature, technology and society means that modern environmental
problems demand a regulatory approach taking into account that throughput sooner or later ends up
as solid, liquid or gaseous wastes that will be disposed of in the surroundings and thereby causing
unintended or maybe more accurate unwanted environmental side-effects. Whatever regulatory
approach we identify as suitable for fighting modern environmental problems, the above mentioned
bio-physical characteristic of the relation between nature, technology and society is a shared
condition.

Ecological modernisation is a call for source-oriented solutions, meaning a change in
the focus of the regulatory approach from effects to causes of environmental problems. Changing
focus also means a need for a more dynamic approach to re-directing technology and society
towards the ecological problematic, taking into consideration the range of factors governing the
throughput of materials and energy in society and not least the stimuli and preferences governing the
behaviour and commitment of the regulated parties as well as the regulator. Source-orientation does
not necessarily mean direct regulation of the polluting activities or the polluters, but a regulatory
approach that focuses on changing the framework conditions as measures to stimulate economic,
technical and social changes along the lines of sustainable development. Source-orientation of
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environmental policy may involve a wide range of changes in framework conditions such as issuing
property rights, using measures stimulating invention and diffusion of cleaner technologies etc.

Whereas some call for a regulatory approach ‘along absolutist lines’, where the state
decide on the scale of society relative to nature and distribute birth and resource quotas (Daly
1992), others advocate for decentralisation and see decentralised communities as absolutely
necessary to reconcile society to nature (Daly & Cobb 1994). Yet others call for a regulatory
approach oriented towards ecological modernisation (WCED 1987, Weale 1992, Geus 1996,
Gouldson & Murphy 1997) or reflexive ecological modernisation (Hajer 1995, 1996). It is the latter
we will focus on here. Among ecological modernisers the extent of state intervention needed is a
matter of dispute.

Ecological modernisation conceptualises environmental problems, its causes and
solutions, from an efficiency or utilitarian oriented approach. At the core of ecological modernisation
is the idea that economic growth can be reconciled to ecological sustainability (Weale 1992, Hajer
1995, Gouldson & Murphy 1997, Low & Gleeson 1998). This reconciliation is based on an
understanding of that environmental problems can be overcome by technological and institutional
innovation despite their structural character, that environmental problems may be a driving force for
a new round of modernisation and hence economic growth, that the focus on causes and solutions of
environmental problems in stead of displacement will make future generations better off (Weale
1992, Hajer 1995, 1997).  In stead of seeing environmental regulation as a brake to growth,
ecological modernisers argue that environmental protection is a positive-sum game as pollution
prevention pays and call for an integrated approach to economic and environmental goals in
advanced industrial societies.

The origins of ecological modernisation is disputed. Some proponents attribute the
concept to a new understanding of the origins of environmental problems, where pollution no longer
is seen as a simple by-product of economic activity, but also as reflecting the policy priorities of the
state (Weale 1992). Others attribute ecological modernisation to the writings of Huber (Hajer 1995,
Hanningan 1995). Huber (1982, 1985) conceptualises ecological modernisation as a historical phase
of modern society synonymous with the ecological switch-over of the industrial system through the
process of ‘super-industrialisation’ (referred from Hannigan 1995). The latter refers to the invention
and diffusion of microchip technology. A rather narrow concept compared to the present
conceptualisation of ecological modernisation. While some proponents see ecological modernisation
as a conceptual framework for understanding the potential for integrating economic and
environmental goals (Gouldson & Murphy 1997), others see ecological modernisation as actually
occurring or a discourse dominating environmental policy (Weale 1992, Hajer 1995, 1996).
 According to Hajer (1996) ecological modernisation has become the dominant policy-
discourse in the 1990s. Ecological modernisation can be observed in a shift in 1. the techniques of
environmental policy-making towards pollution prevention and de-regulation, 2 . the role and tasks
of science towards more integrative ecological ideas about nature, 3 . the focus on the costs of
environmental protection to the idea that pollution prevention pays, 4 . the conceptualisation of
nature from a free good to a public good, 5 . the proof of causality from the victim to the individual
polluter, 6 . participatory practise acknowledging environmental organisations as new actors in
policy-making (Hajer 1995).

The ‘both economy...and ecology’ regulatory solution offered by ecological
modernisation is debated within and from without the theory or discourse. From without, the
underlying assumptions are questioned and ecological modernisation is criticised for presupposing
that industrialists should worry about future generations, that all environmental protection measures
are functional to growth, that a decline in environmental quality can be prevented unless a reduction
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in volume and change in industrial structures takes place, and finally for assuming that stringent
environmental standards will be a competitive advantage on global markets (Dobson 1995). From
within, ecological modernisation is criticised for being silent on crucial questions of the necessary
social change for furthering improvements in the environmental performance of industrial economies
(Gouldson & Murphy 1997).

Proponents such as Weale (1992) argue for institutional changes based on a highly
interventionist state. Others question the prospect for ecological modernisation and if active state
intervention will occur in reality (Gouldson & Murphy 1997). Yet others advocate for the advantage
of a telescopic eco-state which protects the environment with a view to future generations including
non-human ones and which is based on maximal consent, minimal coercion, and a receptive attitude
towards technological innovations (Geus 1996). From that stand environmental problems are to be
approached via the creation of situations and conditions that will make it attractive to make
environmentally friendly choices rather than by using coercive measures.

According to Hajer (1995) ecological modernisation will not necessarily be based on
government intervention, but the ‘social resonance of eco-modernist principles’ may lead to
adjustments in institutional practises. The latter involves a process that allows social change to take
place democratically and based partially on a shared vision of the future (Hajer 1995). Advocating
for a reflexive approach, the role of the state is to stimulate or facilitate the debate on norms and
values, allowing the social realities and preferences to determine which social practices are to be
respected, and which should be changed. The idea is to highlight the ecological dilemma or the
negative effects of industrialisation of modern society, and hence to find patterns of modernisation
that are less wasteful and without unwanted social side-effects (Hajer 1995). The ecological dilemma
is not about the environment alone, but about which social projects are furthered under the flag of
environmental protection. Hajer (1996) prescribes three possible outcomes or interpretations of
ecological modernisation: as institutional learning, as a technocratic project, or as cultural politics.
As institutional learning ecological modernisation is based on the assumption that institutions can
learn or become sensitive to environmental problems and that their learning can produce meaningful
change. In institutional learning nature is pictured ‘as out of control’ and the adequate response to
environmental problem is to integrate nature or ecological rationality into social decision-making. As
technocratic project it is technology that is out of control, and the adequate response is to stop
economic growth by mobilising the civil society. As cultural politics ecological modernisation is
about the preferred social order and the adequate response is left open.

As mentioned above ecological modernisers challenge the conventional wisdom that
environmental policy involves a zero-sum game, where the protection of the environment necessarily
means less economic prosperity and vice versa. In stead the task of ecological modernisation is to
find positive-sum solutions that will allow for both environmental protection and economic growth.
According to Weale (1992) the new wisdom opens up for new policy strategies that allows for
internalisation of externalities by other means than providing the appropriate incentives for
compliance, for example by providing support and encouragement of environmentally aware business
and citizens and discouragement of  behaviour that threatens or damage the environment.. Thus he
argues that ecological modernisation may be seen as a discourse that gives state regulation a positive
role in raising the standards of environmental regulation as a means of providing a spur to industrial
innovation and being an essential part in ensuring a progressive relation between industry and the
environment (Weale 1992).

From our perspective the plea for de-regulation and self-regulation versus re-regulation
of environmental problems calls for exploring the contradictions of ecological modernisation and for
discussing how to modernise environmental policy at the threshold to the 21 century. Ecological
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modernisation imply a shift in regulatory focus from the effects to the causes of modern
environmental problems, from the costs of protecting the environment to the costs of failing to act
prudently to widespread and trans-boundary environmental problems. But what are the dynamics in
the regulatory set up that should enable such a turn?

The political modernisation of environmental policy instruments
Since middle of the 1980´s, the EU and many governments have been looking for alternatives to the
traditional, command-and-control regulatory policy for their industrial environmental policies. Many
names are used for indicating the alternatives forwarded: Interactive, reflective law, consensus-
oriented or self-regulatory policy styles, these have been interpreted as political modernisation (Beck
in Lash et al. 1996, Kumar 1995, Lévéque 1996). Thus environmental policy related to industry has
shown growing attention to the development of instruments and strategies using economic,
consensus-oriented, information-based or negotiated measures. The task is thus said to be to : 1)
Urge single firms, networks, sectors and production chains to initiate environmental innovation by
their own means. 2) Allow for a broader group of environmental stakeholders to participate in
setting performance aims and measures. Thus both in the EU and in the US new economic and
interactive environmental regulation approaches have been developed and used to stimulate self-
regulation. These approaches include tradable permits; charges; refund system etc., and covenants;
eco-labelling; BAT-standard negotiations; target group management and local environmental
leadership (EU 1992, Norberg-Bohm 99, Lorentzen et al. 1994, Vig & Kraft 1994). While the
economic instruments and discussions on economic efficiency have been treated properly in the
Forschungsgruppe Rationale Umweltpolitik – Rationale Umweltrecht, it is the latter type of
conducted, voluntary arrangements we here will explore.

The changes in environmental policy reflect a, as Beck notes, reflexive, political
modernisation trend that has been encouraged by general societal changes. Such as: 1) Pluralism and
multi-layered diversity within society; 2) political consensus on the illegitimacy and less cost-
-effectiveness of the traditional legislative tools; 3) distrust in expert driven bureaucratic governance,
and development of sub-political arenas beyond the state. As Beck notes this distrust is especially
problematic for environmental regulation, as expert statements, scientific data and monitoring have
dominated it. The ecological modernisation process, which calls for alternative ways to ensure
commitment rather than state ruled arrangements, also effects the new regulatory approaches
described. The move away from media/recipient oriented post-festum control of pollution, towards a
turn to pollution prevention, drives regulators to find new measures for furthering environmentally
friendly product design and process technology. Many industries have gone through a social learning
process of the costs in traditional add-on environmental solutions. Accordingly they have developed
environmental policies and environmental management systems, forming a new counterpart for the
state to negotiate and co-regulate with (Schot 1993, Spedding et al. 1993, Welford & Gouldson
1993, Rehbinder in Teubner 1994, Beck 1994).

In this situation the challenges and new possibilities for a reflexive modernised state is how
to take advantage of and respond to the new conditions. Positively, could the self-regulating
dynamics be “greened” by utilising dynamic market forces of industrial organisations? The forces that
initiate behavioural change and preventive strategies, driven by mimetic, normative or coercive
mechanisms (Greening 1992, Oliver 1991, Teubner 1985). The ideas of reflective, inter-active laws
and regulations, are that they should serve as process-oriented co-regulation (Lévéque 1996)
between state, industry and other partners, about measures and time frames to implement the
governments or agencies environmental goals. Within the environmental field the basic idea in
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reflective law or co-regulation is typically to let public authorities set the environmental objectives,
but make industry responsible for finding ways to achieve the targets. From the policy side this is not
just a stand-alone or a one-off call-in exercise, but a pathway to reach a joint problem horizon and
from there create an agreement between the partners in the environmental regulation complex.

The interactive means of regulation rely on a functional or participate-for-the-few
democracy concerning dialogue and negotiation. Typically, this is between industry and stakeholders
governed by public authorities, and covering the whole range of policy making-processes: problem
identification, preparation of supportive tools, setting up institutions and evaluation. Taking our
departure in systems theory and theory of autopoetic law (Luhmann 1989, Teubner 1994) we find a
twofold challenge to setting up these instruments. Firstly, it is important to establish a type of
communication or negotiation between public authorities, other stakeholders and industry, where
public demands on environmental behaviour are not seen as alien expertocratic noise or hostile
threats (see Mac 1998). The challenge is to produce information interpretation that creates
resonance within business' mode of operation, and thereby contributes to the concept of scope of
choice (Schrama 1994).  The second challenge is to further an interest among industries to
participate in ecological modernisation. This is attempted by inviting industry to take part in
problem-horizon sharing, sub-goal settings and finally in building environmental institutions. The task
is to further the strive for continuous improvements in environmental performance, whereby
industrialists also secure their own strategic market interests. The latter concerns the question on
integrating environmental performance concern into the innovative operation of the single firm, the
industrial sector or the production chain (Vogel 1986, Jänicke 1992, Wallace 1995, Oates 1993).
              The literature asserts the advantages of the political reflexive measures as being lower
administrative costs; more realistic demands when filtered by business organisations; more cost-
effective implementation among firms in a sector; better mutual understanding among partners;
flexibility; increased information on technological options and better conditions to establish joint
institutions within a sector. Integrating local and green stakeholders may reduce the risk for settling
vague environmental concepts/aims, the withering away of public control, uneven competition
resulting from lax demands towards industry among the regions. The democratic question is
especially important, but this relates to the divided conceptualisation of democracy as representative
and functionalistic-participative. But what is then conditioning good outcomes of the means, the
negotiations and the subsequent institutionalising of the interactive measures? Some researchers
openly ask for dependent variables and single factors as the structure of the target group,
instruments, public issue awareness etc. Others state that the questions about effectiveness and
robustness might benefit from a focus on the cognitive and institutional capacity of regulation
(Jänicke & Weidner 1997), on which environmental concept/paradigm is pursued and on what is
actually being targeted.   

To be successful with interactive environmental regulation, we presume the state ought to be
able to focus on:
1. How the regulatory set-up fits with the specific context of strategic environmental innovations

among firms, networks and industrial sectors and within the production chain.
2. The configuration of stakeholders and the corporate networks along the regulation.
3. Negotiation and mitigation processes – partnership
4. The finding of an environmental performance profile.
5.  The importance of the institutional set-up.
6. National political traditions and degree of ecological modernisation of industry
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1) How the regulatory set-up fits with the specific context of strategic environmental innovations.
Some firms have learned to strive for advanced environmental profiles due to market options,
consumer-preferences and new international trends. The prospective learning about the social
meaning of pollution, the strategic anticipation of future regulation and the options on technology
and environment for the firm, are typically acquired from personal and informal contacts within
production and innovation networks. Accordingly it is within these traditional networks that
innovative knowledge on environmental protection measures is disseminated, and only indirectly
from authorities. The public scrutiny of an environmental problem among grassroots, experts and
authorities successively stimulates innovation in a certain direction (some would even call them for
the firms regulatory networks, see Søndergård et. al  in Holm et al. 1997). Therefore, it seems vital
for the flexible interactive regulation that it stimulates the networks to operate within the
environmental field, to stimulate new environmental performance options and to evoke various
stakeholders to address their environmental demands to the respective corporate target groups.

Building upon earlier findings  (Jänicke 1995,  Holm & Stauning 1995, Conrad 1997)
we have learned that the environmentally more advanced firms (front runners, proactive) react to
stakeholders demands by characteristic means of strategic corporate environmental activities. We
have found three ideal types: Regulation-governing: Trying to influence future environmental
demands and conditions in favour of their own solutions, and lobby for appropriate environmental
policy initiatives, priority settings and standards. Network co-operation: Creating innovative projects
during the negotiations that reflect network interests and subsequently, securing an extensive backup
for technological solutions by utilising relations to service institutions, local and central authorities,
employees and environmental organisations. And finally product chain-optimisation: Contributing to
solving environmental problems and reducing costs for purchasers, suppliers or third parties, by
taking the product chain as a whole into account, in the choice of means and ends and in advocating
for specific solutions in technology and in product design. As these reactions could play a positive
role for the negotiations and the implementation of interactive policy instruments, we stress that
interactive regulation measures will have to take advantage of these mechanisms.

But if demands from the state merely are registered as 'noise' among the majority of
firms, handing over the authority to private trade organisations to settle sub-aims, to control and rule
for enforcement won’t make any difference. Preliminary evaluations of Danish and Dutch covenants
definitely confirm this (Kjellerup 1995, Holm & Klemmensen 1993). In many cases firms and
industries act completely instrumentally towards the environmental agreement process; they cash the
advantages of lax enforcement of the agreement and are very moderate in finding alternatives and
improving their own performance.

2. The configuration of stakeholders and the corporate networks along the regulation.
The configuration of stakeholders including the communication structure between the firm and its
stakeholders, are known to be important for the learning process of firms and for their mode of
operation (Schmidheiny 1992, Shrivastava 1996). The structural dimension of this relates to where
the specific firms are positioned within global product chains. Whether they are larger corporations
with their own R&D units or SME´s depending on external R&D. More specifically the
configuration of stakeholders and networks relates to historical different traditions among firms and
trades of industries concerning their openness for co-operation and external consulting. A central
feature for the design and negotiations of interactive regulations is also the question, whether the
trade or firms are embedded in plural business-, innovation and R&D-networks and whether there is
a capacity for flexible networks shifting for ecological transition.
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3. Negotiation and mitigation processes – the partnership
It is vital for the success of interactive policy negotiation and mitigation that there is a linkage to
corporate, strategic considerations, informal networks and general innovative efforts. It is also
important that the sector organisations actually wants to participate and are open for negotiating and
learning about the environmental interests. For both industrial trade organisations and the authorities,
it is essential that they during the negotiation stick to their interests in an open manner are ready to
exchange not only viewpoints but also knowledge in a productive manner and acknowledge the
legitimacy of the counterpart (Goldschmidt 1993). Analysis of the negotiation process has revealed
how different interests and strategies may converge, fall apart and find compromises or new
pathways for solutions. It might even be through the negotiation process that the private
organisations become aware of their environmental burdens, but this is highly depending on
deliberate  process leadership from the authority.

Concerning the representative or parliamentary type of democracy, some
environmentalist groups and researchers have questioned the very narrow group of partners involved
in the negotiations. From the public democratic perspective research focuses on the questions as how
does parliament control agencies, what are the “access-criteria” for stakeholders in interactive
regulation, and how does the public participate in evaluation and the design of the agreements? Too
often consumers, environmentalists or groups of green entrepreneurs are neglected. Even worse for
laymen groups representing the citizens around the production sites, or representing health care for
specific groups as breast-feeding mothers. In the cases where marginal groups do get to sit around
the table, the processes of instrumental rationalism and scientific-expert based acceptance rules
favouring traditional powerful groups is fatal (Dryzeck 1993, Wynne 1995, Hajer 1996, Flyvbjerg
1994). The process and its partner constellation are thus important for the question of democratic
access and control. But a mere functionalistic or effectiveness oriented viewpoint on the democratic
question, would also stress the benefits as including product or trade competing actors that may
resolve the specific problems by other means. In other words, not only multiple, but also techno-
paradigmatic, competing target groups are not to be integrated in order to keep out from
technological trajectories.

4. The finding of an environmental performance profile
Process and partnership might thus also be extremely important for the development of the
environmental discourse. The developed environmental performance discourse, is also vital for
which networking or competing actors that indirectly are being addressed, and finally it is off course
important for the degree to which the interactive set-up succeeds in addressing the serious
environmental problems in the field. The environmental performance profile is especially addressed
in the next chapter on standards.

5. The importance of the institutional set-up.
Institutionalisation was also a topic for the search for important considerations for using the
reflexive  tool box in environmental regulation. It concerns analysis of how new discourses are
followed up by new institutions. The institutions (rules, infrastructure and norms) establish
mechanisms of handling, dealing and self-controlling that sanction both convergence and the
opposite. Institutions do form constellations among competitors, firms and organisations in the trade
or product-chain. A central question here is whether these institutions guide the market to prevent,
diffuse or neglect pollution. The institutionalisation perspective could concern stable mechanisms for
establishing surveying and supporting the tasks related to accomplish the aims. Such institutions, that
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are both supporting other means and are means in themselves, could be new, market organisations
to: 1) gather, handle and redirect waste; 2) make evaluation and report schemes; 3) support
environmental management systems. An institutional linkage for charges and their redistribution, in
order to improve environmental performance, could be relevant. But the institutional set-up indeed
also relates to the kind of legal liability, the burden of proof and the distribution of environmental
obligations and standards. Thus the political process of settling institutional mechanisms for directing
corporate environmental management is of extreme importance. Again it must be considered, to
what extent firm and substantial aims have any chance of being achieved, by the real world
functioning of these institutional mechanisms. Whether the problem-focus actually addresses the core
of the problem; whether trade organisations and corporations learn about the perspectives in a
deliberate and continuous change in market strategies and technological innovation. These
considerations are of great importance when we later focus on standards that may provide us with
more environmentally firm and self-limiting performance of industry.

6. National political traditions and the degree of ecological modernisation of industry.
If interactive policy measures are going to be effective, we have to go beyond the pure plea for an
ecological modernisation process. Thus a certain level of commitment among trade organisations and
their firms seem to be a prerequisite. The fact that the state refrains from direct legislative regulation
won't be a sufficient motivation for the firms to initiate self-regulation. In other words, it is not the
tool in itself that establishes motivation and commitment among firms (but maybe among their
organisations). Such a commitment has to be there beforehand, among important firms in the sector,
in order to perceive and exploit the advantages of flexibility and self-control versus normal
regulation. This indicates that a learning period from the strong enforcement of environmental policy
might be seen as a precondition for interactive policies like covenants or performance contracts
between state and industry.2 These challenges are alleviated by the fact that the majority of
environmental agreements are developed in states with so-called mixed or negotiated economies
(Pedersen, O. K 1992), - Primarily France, The Netherlands,  Austria, Germany, Japan and Denmark.
These are States characterised by a high degree of public innovation, state re-allocation of resources
and a structural capacity that is flexible towards welfare and environmental demands (Vogel 1986,
Jänicke 1992). Thus a vast number of public institutions and demands confront the firms which have
learned to cope with this. Distinctive for the mixed and especially the negotiated economies is the
increasing amount of negotiations between authorities and private organisations (trade, business,
labour and other interest organisations) on policies and the distribution and allocation of resources
on the market and within the state. Here industrial and other organisations have been accustomed to
play the active role not only as economic entities but also as political partners negotiating the legally
and politically fixed framework for future competition. 

In these States we have seen a long industrial history of pressure from, and contact with the
authorities, which have created a learning process for management and resulted in improved
response or in a change of direction of technological innovation (Wallace 1995, Oates 1993). But
whereas the reflexive political modernisation project seems to have been diffused nation wide in US,
Japan, Eastern Europe, Russia and in EU, the basic pre-conditions for political ecological
modernisation seem not to be in place in many States. Thus we mean the necessary learning process
from enforced command-control regulation, responsive state-market conditions and ecological

                                               
2. Whereas voluntary agreements among firms might occur in states with more strong traditions for market-consumer
internal regulations as in England.
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modernisation process within industry (see also Mol 1995).  And even when these preconditions are
at stake, we anticipate severe problems in achieving firm results and democratic legitimacy.

What could be learned from Danish ecological modernisation politics, concerning the use of
business dynamics; negotiations; environmental profiles and institutionalisation?
Let us look at the case of negotiated agreements on environmental BAT-guidelines for branches of
industry. A comprehensive group of industries were since the 1991 Environmental Protection Act in
front of being ruled under the traditional individual firm permit system - normally based upon general
thresholds and ambient standards (see next chapter). To equalise standards nation wide and to
encourage firms and local authorities to strategically consider technological options and
administrative service options, trade organisations and local authority associations were in 1993-98
invited to central negotiations with the Danish Environmental Protection Agency. These negotiations
were conceived as being necessary to reach consensus on which types of environmental problems
that were to be regulated, the BAT-options that were available and respectively which environmental
performance standards it would be realistic to achieve. The results were guidelines, reports available
for firms and authorities, from which decision-makers might learn about the legal documents,
environmental management, and the negotiated consensus of environmental aims and BAT options.
The agreements on BAT-orientations are equal to Dutch and French covenants (see Basse 1990,
p.32). They do not have any character of politically binding obligations for the sector as a whole.
Thus there are no negotiated binding standards or thresholds for the sector and there are no
mechanisms that could urge co-ordinated efforts for joint institution building.

Until now 6 out of approximate 80 sector guidelines have been negotiated and
published, and our experience from this is very clear that the outcome of negotiations very much
depends on the trade organisation’s willingness to define and admit problems (Berner et al. 1996).
There were no threats or other frameworks for a strengthened regulation that could be or were used
from the National Environmental Protection Agency, or NEPA, apart from the introduction to the
branch of ordinary emission standards. In two of the cases, representatives from the trade
organisations delayed the process, acted ignorant or pledged for authorities help to squeeze out the
non-members of the organisations from the market. In these cases, a never-ending search for further
investigations into problems of pollution and technology options was a result, and very poor ideas
about BAT etc. were the outcome. For these two cases there arose a lot of detailed technical
discussions on differentiation’s among the type of firms and their specific problems etc. whereby
overall ideas and options never had a chance. This on the other hand was also the result of the very
poor competencies of the members from the local authorities and NEPA concerning BAT-options,
monitoring, willingness to give priority to certain problems etc. Secondly, NEPA headed the
discussions but did not push industry at all, but seemed more eager to gain consensus than results; -
acceptance from the trade organisations were politically of high importance.

But where the organisations were positive, the negotiations and its measures
functioned as an “eye-opener” for BAT ideas and commitment to find new methods to improve
environmental performance. This was in spite of the fact that partly the same characteristics could be
said about NEPA´s role in the negotiations. But even here there were very poor final results in terms
of establishing strategic standards for the future, in deciding upon new strategies etc.  None of the
negotiation processes developed more far-sighted environmental ideas on cleaner production
options, cleaner products, or substituting energy and materials developed. In one case, a rather
advanced performance standard were suggested, taking into account the consumption of heavy
metals per square meter product. This standard could never have been developed within the ordinary
system for guidelines on thresholds. There were some efforts to establish institutional arrangements
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to give incentives for continuous implementation of the guidelines: the idea of developing trade
supporting, national recycling units for wastewater, were put forward in the negotiated guidelines for
metal-covering industry  (Brancheorientering for Galvanoindustrien). Second, the idea to demand an
authorisation system for the firms in the auto-scrapping trade, if they were to benefit from a new car-
scrapping scheme.

The number of partners varied a lot in the negotiations, but in no case the green
NGO´s, neighbouring groups or health-oriented groups were invited to participate. Furthermore
there were no efforts to improve environmental figures by inviting competing technology systems to
the round-table discussions. This were some of the experience we have had from Denmark, a country
that to some observers is supposed to be a pioneer (Andersen & Liefferink 1998). What could we
expect of the voluntary approaches among the other countries?

The development in the use of standards in environmental regulation 3

It was argued above that by urging, and subsequently using, the mechanisms of strategic
considerations among firms, covenants or any other inter-active instrument, under certain
conditions, might become an effective and flexible regulation of industry. One condition was that
there has to be a certain degree of industrial ecological modernisation, in order to be able to use
environmental front-runner firms to push and pull their networks and competitors towards improved
pollution prevention. That is a front-runner that operates actively to be ahead of, or to be the
technological benchmark producer for the standards set by the authorities. But what are the types of
standards we have in mind that could function for ecological modernisation? What type of
environmental performance profiles and standards would be able to fit the ecological modernisation
demands for preventive, integrated and resource-scale oriented environmental protection? 

In some cases, voluntary arrangements and negotiations have covered specific,
substantial environmental demands that successfully have been promoted relating directly to the
target group of industries.  In Denmark examples include take-back duty of batteries, tyres or CFC´s
from worn out freezers etc., but also the phasing out of toxic substances, e.g. PVC in packaging or
reducing the emissions of VOC to the environment.  Some of these type of arrangements have the
advantages of addressing the hole environmental load from a branch, e.g. on heavy metals, thus in
principal covering the problems of scale.  But if these targets are not transferred to minimum
performance standards for the single firm, then the trade organisations or local authorities will have
no measures to push free riders in the trades. That is why many of the Dutch covenants, presumably
are supplied with new emission standards. Often it is preferable to target the overall performance of
the industries within a branch, taking into account future technological development and as many
environmental problems as possible from an integrated point of view. That is the basic reason for the
use of standards as simple codes, covering a very complex set of
biochemical/managerial/technological factors for communication; be it performance, technology or
ambient standards. Thus, standards are still in use in ecological modernised regulation within the EU
and US; such as the EU ECO-label; the IPPC related BAT-reference documents (notes); the Danish
Branch-guidelines or the Dutch NEPP-related Branch Covenants. We
shall discuss whether contemporary standards may contribute to urge firms to initiate preventive,
continuous measures on processes and product. We therefore leave the focus on the kind of
regulatory set-up that have followed the standards, even though, it is obvious that some type of
standards has been deeply interwoven with specific regulatory instruments. We build our discussion

                                               
3 This part is deeply inspired from discussions with our colleagues Tyge Kjæ r and Jens Peter Mortensen
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upon the premise that standards will prevail even under ecological modernisation, but the setting of
targets and the type of standards will have to change in order to fulfil substance oriented, more
global and sustainability-oriented aims. Second, we will discuss whether the current standards, if
implemented among industries will re-embed society within its physical constraints.

The regulatory approach to industrial pollution problems was, and still is,
dominated by the use of different kind of standards, as a way to demand a certain performance from
industry. In many European states, including Denmark, the regulation of industrial pollution
problems was originally solely based on an ambient environmental quality approach. Approvals,
permits or licences to heavily polluting industries were based on compliance with targets for local
ambient quality and neighbour nuisances. Thresholds of the ambient quality approach are in
Denmark in  principal based on mapping and deciding environmental aims for the ambient quality of
a specific recipient (stream, lake etc.), and therefore differs from recipient to recipient. Secondly
licenses and permissions to discharges were individually handed out. In reality, licences for heavy
polluting industries were, and still are, most often based on guidelines and statutory orders for
specific polluting substances and thresholds related to ambient quality of air, surface water and soil.
In Denmark, the local conditions of the recipients are taken into account in the guidelines, by
differing on physical diffusion conditions like water streams, landscape, vegetation etc. The local
environmental aims are operationalized as four types of qualities with related graduating of
thresholds. Alternatively thresholds are based on human-, eco- or geno-toxicological assessments of
specific substances or parameters, and hence the standards are uniform within a certain type of
recipient.

To begin with, the recipient strategy was based upon immissions
standards, that is concentration values of pollutants in the air, soil etc., calculated and monitored to
specific dilution capacities of nature. This strategy aimed at local environmental problems and
legitimised pollution to a certain extent by the use of judicial permits, alternatively imposing dilution
techniques (longer pipelines and chimneys) to secure corporate expansion. The ambient
environmental quality strategy was also typically related to the use of various physical planning
measures to concentrate industry in zones in which a great deal of pollution took place. In fact many
of the quality guidelines for substances were calculated backwards, based on economic and technical
measures of what could be considered reasonable in terms of the length of a chimney or a pipe-line in
relation to pollution levels.

As many observers have stated, the recipient or ambient environmental quality strategy
relates to an understanding of nature as an unlimited sink (Vig and Kraft 1997). The ambient quality-
based regulatory approach typically focuses on the environmental impacts of specific substances, in
specific media, while ignoring the total and synergetic effects of the polluting substances. It is built
upon an institutional mechanism of the political will to counter-balance the economic benefits of
local corporations with the ´costs´ of achieving a wanted recipient quality/ a planned ambient
environmental quality.  Furthermore, it builds upon a legal principle of protecting industry from
costly liability demands. The socio-economic result is resource-economic degradation at the expense
of protecting the commons. The technological spin-offs have been diverse dilution techniques,
whereas no requirements are made to the internal processes or products within the industry. For
industry the institutional set-up has typically resulted in rejection strategies or simple paying-the-bill
attitudes. 

Another type of standard that was developed during the 1980´s in
Denmark is the so-called functional standards for technology, including organisation of the
manufacturing process - a both conducted and structural based regulation approach. Statutory orders
for specific sectors of industries are produced with concrete technological and organisational
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conditions/measures, which managers have to stick to. The environmental protection measures are
thus translated into technical and handling matters, and relieve companies of the burden of
monitoring emissions etc.(Kjærgård et.al 94). There has in Denmark typically been no scope of
manoeuvre for introducing cleaner technologies options, developed after the launching of the
statutory orders. The institutional set-up imposes no technological-environmental learning process
on local authorities or companies, and no necessity to comprehend the environmental demands. The
standards of functional demands thus may lean on technological conservatism and well known
environmental impacts - two preconditions definitely not always at hand. .

The well-known problems of regulating industry on the background of
this way of standard settling led by an accumulation of the ecological pressures to a potential impact
regime. The result were well-known pollutant-handling infrastructure and end-of-line solutions,
where purification techniques were supposed to clean everything up. Emission standards were
introduced, primarily calculated backwards from the capacity of various purification techniques and
related to a vast amount of specific manufacturing and monitoring conditions. The emission
standards were also introduced as a way to handle potential impact relations of a number of new
toxic substances, which accumulated impacts on the ambient environmental quality could not be
clarified.

 In Denmark it was the national Plan for Aquatic Environment that
conditioned a general change from calculated, recipient based standards towards emission focus. It
covered municipality investments in biological wastewater treatment plants in 1987 and ownwards,
demands for discharging firms to use the sewers, and mandatory emission standards for the major
firms. Not only local but also regional ambient qualities came into focus, and the capacity of the
wastewater treatment plants became an intermediate variable. Instead of solely recipient assessments,
the emission standards also introduced a focus on toxicity, exposure, diffusion and amounts.  For air-
borne pollution, new emission standards focussed on potential impacts and fostered a focussed on
scrubbers, filters. Besides, the same institutional approach of permits and licenses were used for the
regulation of the industrial effluents. Hereby industry now learnt that there were external solutions to
their waste problems, and if these were attached and installed, no liability could be imposed on the
polluter. What manufacturers also learnt was that environmental protection is an add-on cost. Public
authorities learnt that this strategy in time produces problem shifting as new media suffers from the
pollution from incineration, wastewater sludge and recycled composite. Public authorities found that
the strategy was costly in management and for waste water sludge, solid waste etc. Industry learnt
from authorities’ practical enforcement and control measures that they process valuable but
inaccessible knowledge concerning very complicated composition of chemicals; the shifts in intensity
of production; knowledge of the control and measuring equipment’s quality etc. As already
mentioned the institutional set-up is the same as in the ambient-based use of standards: by giving
permits or licenses and enforcing by control. Also under such regimes there are no legal or
institutional mechanisms that enhance the dynamic development process of corporate capacity to
continuously solve environmental problems. Finally, the same problems occur, as was the case with
the ambient quality strategy: no integrated or holistic approach, no focus on the core of the
technology use in production, no focus on resource inputs. Besides the
common post-festum and add-on costly characteristics, all the above mentioned standards suffer
from the fact that they are heavily based upon experts pre-judgements, of biologists and engineers
type of knowledge and rationality, far from the daily routines and rationality of entrepreneurs,
managers and workers (Beck 1994, Mac 1998).  Accordingly, within the last ten to twelve years of
ecological modernisation, growing attention among researchers and regulating bodies has focused on
preventive options to substitute hazardous substances and use cleaner technology. In the eighties,
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The National Environmental Protection Agencies in especially US, Denmark, Sweden, Germany and
the Netherlands started to subsidise research and development which aimed at producing new cleaner
technologies. The focus was often on local but now also on national environmental problems. In the
first stages of the cleaner technology strategy, the hazardous emissions and waste from production
units remained the central issue. The technological and organisational focus of this strategy was on
manufacturing processes creating lower or non-waste. The means within industry to fulfil the aims
were recycling, cleaner purification technologies and more seldom cleaner substitutes or process
technology. R&D programmes and innovation within technology networks have typically initiated
the development of cleaner technologies. Very often the proceeding diffusion of the developed,
available, technologies was yet to take place.

The concern for how the creation of waste,
spills and sludge also originates from emission based standards, is reflected in the concept:
environmental regulation from a life cycle perspective (limited to narrow product focus). In
Denmark the extended pollution concept and preventive focus that arouse from this concept was
introduced with the new environment act of 1991. Through various administrative guidelines for the
authorities to perform the permitting and controlling process, the act aims at changing industry’s use
of manufacturing processes, raw materials, additives and products, in order to reduce the amount of
resources used, and the output of pollution and waste. Denmark introduced the American and
German, internationally well known technology based standard, complementary to the recipient
oriented standard. Thus this strategy is based on encouraging the use of Best Available Technologies
covering raw materials, process technology and products, but also purification techniques..

Both in Denmark and internationally, there has been a rejection of
allowing authorities to direct exactly what kind of technologies industries should use. Instead the
focus is on ´...the level of pollution reduction achievable by the use of BAT` (Vejledning om
godkendelse af listevirksomheder, DEPA 1993, §2). The options of introducing BAT in Denmark, as
well as other EU member States, are based upon an institutional arrangement which allow trade
organisations to have an important say on economic achievable standards. Thus new BAT-based
permits and advisory service to industry are expected to be based upon BAT-notes. For Denmark the
industrial sectors were supposed to be baked up by the before mentioned branch guidelines and also
new guidelines concerning cleaner technology, but this process was given up. In Denmark we still
miss any evidence of using the legislative or service supportive measures to implement BAT-based
environmental improvements in industry. The same is the case for enforcing the pollution standards
that correspond to BAT. From international experience (US, HELCOM and PARCOM) we have
learned that most often standards are developed as emissions standards relating to what well known
purification techniques allow. Unfortunately the use of performance standards for products are not
used, neither are input standards: maximum allowable standards for toxic emissions and consumption
of energy etc. calculated per product. This type of standard could have been a promising impetus for
establishing key-figures for sectors of industries to be internationally comparable among the single
corporate units. A
type of competitive comparison game around standards, has started with the introduction of the EU-
directive on Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control, IPPC, that will have to be legally
implemented in 1999 in all EU member States, and fulfilled by companies before year 2007. The
IPPC directive balance between all three types of standards mentioned; ambient, emission and
technology. It contains efforts to counter-balance problem-shifting by aiming for integrated pollution
prevention measures, and besides normal emission focus it contains aims for energy and raw material
inputs but also recycling. The directive refers to the hitherto ambient and emission based standards,
but it indicates that new integrated standards are to be developed, covering waste, inputs, emissions
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and recycling. According to the new BAT-notes these standards may partly be based on the
achievable environmental performance that best available technology will provide. This seems a
promising prospect, but it depends on how far the negotiation on BAT-notes will take us.
Concerning the development of technology based standards, the same type of negotiation game
around benchmarking, differentiating process categories etc. as within the ECO-labelling institution
have occurred, though with much more strict deadlines. The participation of representatives from not
only trades organisations, but also multinational corporations are invited to lobby for their specific
BAT-profiles. One might fear that the political power of national industrialists might succeed in
securing standards that the majority of firms of the sector may comply with, and not only the
environmental front runners. This allows competitive options to dominate environmental needs and
technological options. Before the EU commission has adopted the new BAT standards, we may also
anticipated that the cleaner technology options have moved far ahead.

The
hitherto experience in Denmark of six years with enacted options to use technology based standards,
is that authorities seem lax in demanding performance figures from industry that are tighter than the
formerly mentioned emission and recipient guidelines. The Danish EPA has confirmed this
interpretation to the local authorities. Furthermore, there is a lack of any real options in either the
IPPC directive or in Danish legislation, to focus on the life cycle of the products and the cumulative
impacts from the total emissions and consumption of raw-materials etc. In
sum the various standards for industry’s performance have been related to ambient recipient quality,
to emissions, to capacity of purification treatment or to markets options in technological
performance. Today all these standards co-exists and thus represents very different concepts of the
problem, causal mechanisms, and responses to pollution. Some existing standards have been
developed along rules from the seventies and early eighties, to provide industry and agriculture with
legal property rights for continued pollution and expansion. Whereas other rules from the eighties
and nineties prescribe actors with innovative responsibility. The multiple number of standards must
be confusing to manufacturers and farmers. But the  rules are also covering so many specific media,
substances and technologies that by-pass problems from one medium to another, e.g. wastewater
treatment creates problems from dilution of sludge on crop fields. The displacement of pollution
from one media to another is thus seldom resolved, as standards and regulation are directed towards
the distinct outlets from waste, emissions to air, wastewater discharges etc. We have not seen an
ecological modernisation of public authority induced standards to firms. Rather rising a complex,
mixture of standards. The IPPC directive from EU contains elements to forward an integrated
perspective, but for many years the hitherto rules on single media and substance thresholds, will
prevail. Currently, the new standards in relation to the IPPC directive creates a pathway for an inter-
mixture between technology based and recipient based standards. This directive will slowly, and from
year 2007 (full implementation) more strongly use the driving forces of technological development to
ecological modernisation. It is very promising that the directive promotes a focus on energy and raw
material use and that waste is to be considered in the permit system. But these general aims have not
yet been seen in the BAT-notes and therefore probably will not be transferred into standards. This
limit effectiveness in enforcement. Accordingly, no standards have been introducing more efficient
use of non- or renewable resources or energy; no measures exists to regulate the total amount of
pollutants, substances or raw materials – the dilution strategy of pouring more water, air or energy
into the process has thus prevailed.

New performance standards and environmental space
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By strengthening the interactive or reflexive policy style the environmental authorities, paradoxically,
are urged to come forward with more precise and comprehensive integrated environmental aims,
than was the case for former strategies based upon emission or immission standards. The reflexive
strategy has more room for manoeuvre to allow firms and their organisations to make their own
choices of means, technology and timing. Accordingly it is very important to provide companies with
firm, authoritative and precise environmental performance demands. This is claimed from both
manufacturers, NGO´s and the public. Thus, the increasing demand for more firm and comprehensive
environmental aims, arises from self-regulation as it runs into the danger of loosing legitimacy if
private firms, trade organisations and stakeholders decide the environmental standards and norms. It
becomes obvious that the market based negotiation process cannot ensure safe environmental
standards. In other words: decentralisation and self-regulation do not support the holistic and
inclusive dimension of sustainability that has become a dominant public discourse.   

A second reason
for the pressure towards more explicit, integrated and comprehensive environmental aims, becomes
important as the use of non-renewable resources threatens the renewable resource base i.e. the waste
assimilative capacity of the environment and thereby the regenerative capacity of the eco-systems.
Third, the described inappropriate and anachronistic appearance of standards and norms in
environmental permits, wastewater licenses and quality control. The incremental and impetuous
evolution of environmental prescriptions have made a pattern of numerous legal and technical
demands, lacking any certainty that the variety of standards and norms towards the individual
enterprise, will ever sum up in the favoured environmental aims. There is no mechanism to mitigate
the cumulative effects on the environment, be it related to industrial/agricultural processes or
products. Accordingly we anticipate a need for establishing some kind of institutional mechanism
that could be used for regulating the input of energy and raw materials and substances for their total
environmental load. One effort to structure such an approach is the concept of environmental space.
Let us therefore turn to a deeper discussion of this approach.  

The concept of environmental
space, as developed by the Wuppertal Institute for the Friends of the Earth Europe (1995), may be a
first approximation for developing a sustainable industrial policy and hence a benchmark for settling
future environmental standards aimed at reducing inputs of energy and materials within industry.
The expert based, estimated environmental space per capita embeds the sustainability criterion in two
ways. First, by defining the sustainable biophysical scale of society i.e. a scale that does not exceed
the waste assimilative capacity and the regenerative capacity of the environment. The scale is global
(fossil energy materials and other non-renewable materials); continental (renewable resources e.g.
products from forestry and agriculture); or regional (renewable resources e.g. water), depending on
the resources in question. Second by defining the environmental space per capita on the basis of a
fair and just distribution of natural resources and environmental services, both within and between
generations. The concept includes both life support aspects as well as democratic aspects.

As previously mentioned the validity of the expert based,
estimated environmental space per capita no doubt can be questioned as a guide towards
sustainability (Schroll 1997). The criticism is based on the argument that ‘what is correct today may
prove to be false tomorrow’ because of technological development; uncertainty and lack of
knowledge about renewable resource constraints; and limits imposed by the waste assimilative
capacity of the environment. Nevertheless it provides a quasi-absolute basis which can later be
changed. It is the process which is valuable. Making a science based guide to bio-physical
sustainability, globally and locally, combined with a criterion for social sustainability may be a
prudent way to set goals for environmental performance. But it is also certainly has to be balanced by
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value based political and cultural deliberations (Hajer 1996) in modern environmental regulation. 
The estimated environmental space per capita

in Europe indicates that major reduction in consumption of natural resources and environmental
services are on the sustainability agenda. The reduction rate for global non-renewable fossil
resources is based on the scientific recommendations from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Changes. On this basis the necessary reduction rate is 77% in year 2050 corresponding to a
reduction in CO2 emission per capita per year from 7.3 to 1.7 tons. Due to uncertainty it may be
prudent to accept this reduction target as the authoritative scientific answer to mitigate negative
environmental effects due to emissions of greenhouse gases. The reduction rate for other global,
non-renewable resources is estimated to be in the range of 80-90% or a factor 10. These
recommendations for de-materialisation are based on an arbitrary global target, where the global
environmental space is set to 50% of the present use of non-renewable resources like steel,
aluminium, cement and chlorine. The scientific reasoning for that recommendation is unclear and
questionable (Kjærgård & Bondesen 1997), but nevertheless gives a direction.

Scientific uncertainty or not, environmental
space has one advantage compared to the technology based standards. It shifts the dominant focus
from optimisation of energy and materials throughput, to a mode of environmental management of
the total input of energy resources and materials. The concept of environmental space, questions the
actual scale of society to nature. By reducing inputs of energy and materials, what may be referred to
as ‘front end’ measures, seems to be an obvious answer to the scale problems. Using environmental
space as a benchmark opens up other measures that may be relevant to include in a regulatory
strategy aiming at managing towards industrial sustainability.

There are no instructions on ‘how to get there’ embedded
in the environmental space concept. Reducing the environmental space per capita may be done in
various ways. Friends of the Earth Europe (1995) reveal in the report “Sustainable Europe” that
what is needed is de-materialisation or de-coupling of economic growth and the input of energy and
materials. They question that technological innovations i.e. shifts to products which contain fewer
materials and less energy is a path towards sustainability. The same goes for structural changes i.e.
shifts from products with relatively high inputs to services with lower inputs of energy and materials
are considered to be sufficient. Instead ‘sufficiency’ is proposed as the appropriate strategy for
individuals along with market based instruments and public debate on sustainability issues.
‘Command and control’ is rejected as the proper path to sustainability.  

The obstacles to reducing inputs of non-renewable and renewable
resources are several. If we accept the idea of fixing the input of non-renewable resources according
to the estimated environmental space per capita, the first problem concerns the allocation of the
resources between alternative ends. How should we allocate resources within and between sectors?
In “Sustainable Europe” the answer given is that all sectors are to face the same reduction rates.
Focusing on resource reduction, as well as sufficiency or individual solutions as means not to make
future generations worse off, indicates that there is a need for global and macro oriented
environmental policy. It is concerned with setting aims and developing measures towards global,
continental and regional resources, and how to make the individual societal actors responsible, either
voluntarily or through gentle coercion.

Whereas the ‘market operating’ of environmental standards is flawed with problems of
legitimacy we cannot believe in natural science within the state apparatus to establish objective or
safe environmental standards. Such an aim will only trigger the existing interest positions to put more
discursive efforts into the professional risk assessment network in order to push their interests on the
aims to be balanced (read competitive), clear (read political transferable) or far-sighted (read to be
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commodified). To be more democratic an institutional renewal of environmental regulation must
allow a broader variety of actors and rationality to take part in the political settling of environmental
standards. As Thomas Whiston (1998) puts it – we need more transparency, information and
pluralism. Here various participative institutional measures as public hearings, future workshops,
consensus conferences and the like could be the EU’s and national parliaments way to achieve better
public grounded decisions. By separating the more technological and economic struggles on
standards and norms from the more political decisions about specifying the ecologically good policy,
politicians may also win more authoritative power from experts in public administration and
lobbyists. But serving as a paradigmatic guideline and a commitment for global sustainability, the use
of eco-space may well function as a new shared vision and an sustainable stock indicator. Thereafter
the various interactive measures may be taken into practice in the administrative bodies of the state
to adjust the plans and aims to each and every target group, target area and time.

Conclusions
The theories and discourses of ecological modernisation was covered to identify new environmental
regulatory phenomena, applied with theory of reflexive political modernisation. We identified the
central modernisation outcomes as the new reflexive role of policy, here addressed to environmental
regulation.

Addressing the conditions for successful outcomes of the voluntary approaches,
the regulatory form, we conclude that very few candidates could be enough modernised ecologically
and politically to gain profit. We found that success relied upon very long and firm learning
processes, flexible and open networks between authorities and business, and strategic capacity of
business to use public scrutiny and environmental standards for market positioning. But if these
conditions are present then using covenants and the like, is only likely to succeed if more emphasis is
put on strategic matching of the agreements to the dynamics of business- and innovation networks.
Second, firm process guiding leadership has to be forwarded, for achieving productive outcomes of
negotiations. These qualifications has to be developed in order not to end in poor target setting for
environmental performance within sectors and lax commitment. Third, broadening the number of
partners in the negotiations will enhance democracy and provide regulation with alternative
paradigmatic or technological routes for improving environmental performance. However, the
transaction costs will probably then go up, so it could be a matter to split the process in two steps, as
has been the case in the Netherlands: between an overall parliamentary goal setting process for the
nation and regions concerning specified sustainability goals, where green NGO´s, trade and labour
organisations and local authority associations may have a say . The next step is then to negotiate
between public authorities and trades, broadened to include alternative product or service providers.
Finally, we found that the voluntary arrangements in themselves did only work beyond window
dressing, if legally/economic binding institutions or similar measures support the agreements.

Concerning the environmental profile of the ecological modernisation policies, the
environmental aims and content of the Neo-Corporate State´s environmental policy, we found that
there have been a development in ambient, emission or technology based standards. But this
development does not represent ecological modernisation before mentioned. of the type of
environmental demands public authority induced standards to firms. More the development have
resulted in a complex, partly anachronistic mixture of standards. The majority of standards, maybe
except from the recent IPPC directive, fail to address the integrated pollution prevention pay
perspective in ecological modernised states. Second, the standards often lead to problem-shifting or
displacement. Third, standards do not encourage continuous improvements in environmental
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performance, because standards seldom are tightened. Fourth, the highly praised cradle-to-grave
principle and product orientation of environmental regulation  has not been used in the setting of
standards among public authorities. Finally, the hitherto standards have not taken the problems of
scale and accumulated environmental impacts into account.

We did not find an appropriate way to organise regulation and forward standards that
covered all the failures, gaps and options described. But in our search for measures to address the
question of scale and the accumulated impacts from all the various sources in modern industrial
society, we have advocated for using eco-space based standards as a guiding principle to take
ecological modernisation beyond the eco-efficient, stake-holder democracy that the Neo-Corporate
State, if successful, will end up in. Keeping in mind the advantages in using market dynamics, public
disclosure and commitment in negotiations, we will call upon an re-interpretation of traditional
regulatory tools of planning and resource management. Thus,  we call for an Ecological State: a
plural, democratic state allowing market allocations within a framework of ecological space, a
framework set by the nation state, EU and UN. The concept of ecological space will though have to
be broadened also to cover both sinks and biological diversity for the development of a management
regime of resource stocks..

Strategically reflecting upon interactive policy style and the need for improved
democratic practise, the response we would forward here is firstly, to separate the political overall
goal-setting process from the negotiations on agreements on environmental performance in sectors.
This implies the building of environmental action plans for sectors, recipients and regions by using
parliamentary democracy to decide goals and performance horizons, maybe quotas,  amplified by
public hearings, consensus conferences etc. where green NGO´s are invited. Secondly, there is the
need to convert these agreements into standards and to use performance contracts at international,
national and regional levels where the actor are public authorities and private enterprises.
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